
DUSTIN (JOSEPH MAZZELLO) WATCHES ON AS MARK (JESSE EISENBERG) CREATES FACEMASH



Friendship Pending
Success, Spite and Solitude in The Social Network

Audiences around the world have been captivated by the sordid story behind Facebooi<. Hailed

as a creative genius by some and little more than a thief by others, the film's central character

is certainly not your typical geek, nor is his rise to fame your typical revenge of the nerds.

Undermining the film's excellent performances and gripping tale of betrayal, however, is a

problematic depiction of women, writes SUSANNA NELSON.

I
t's hard to imagine a fitm about a malevolent boffin em-

broiled in litigation over intellectual property and breach

of contract igniting the imaginations of youthful multiplex-

goers worldwide. But the antihero of i/ie Social Network

(David Fincher, 2010) is no ordinary nerd. The film is loosely

based on the ascent of Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg

(played by Jesse EisenbergI as told in Ben Mezrich s book The

Accidental Billionaires. To the notional target audience - the

generation that has grown up with sound bites, YouTube clips.

Twitter feeds and status updates - Zuckerberg is an icon.

Unsurprisingly, plenty of buzz preceded this film among Face-

book's 500 million-plus active users worldwide; essentially

selling itself. The Social Network was guaranteed an audience

before it opened.

While the film looks at new technologies, the changing nature

of commerce and the complex new platforms for human inter-

action, in many ways Aaron Sorkin's wordy screenplay follows a

classical arc. Indeed, Sorkin has alluded to the film's universal

themes in a number of interviews:

It's not a movie about Facebook, it's a movie set against the

backdrop of Facebook. Really, the themes in this movie are as old

as storytelling itself - friendship, loyalty, betrayal, class, power -

things that Aeschylus would have written about, or Shakespeare

would have written about, or Paddy Chayefsky [writer of Sidney

Lumet's 1976 media satire Network] - it's just lucky that none of

these guys were available, so I got to write about /f.'

The Social Network follows the considerable fortunes of its

central character from the seeds of his billion-dollar concept

through to its realisation and the subsequent fallout, which

takes the form of two separate lawsuits. The first is filed by

Mark's student collaborators, the Winklevoss twins jArmie

Hammer and Josh Pence) and their sidekick Divya Narendra

(Max Minghella), and is mostly played for comic relief. The

second is launched by Mark's Harvard roommate, best friend

and the original Facebook investor, Eduardo Saverin (Andrew

Garfield), and forms the ethical heart of the film. The story

plays out through flashbacks from the two deposition hearings,

setting Mark up as a lone adversarial figure doing battle with

the world. This narrative framing device, along with Eisenberg's

extraordinary performance, rallies the audience to our other-

wise unlikeable protagonist's side. i |

Mark's motivations are established in the pivotal opening

scene, in which he is in a pub with his girlfriend. The scene

allows us to size him up as several steps ahead of everyone

else - both in terms of conversation and intellect - and driven

by envy, fury and paranoia. We are compelled to empathise

with his tolerant girlfriend Erica Albright (Rooney Mara), one

of the film's few decent characters, when she breaks up with

him at the end of their exhausting exchange: |

You 're going to go through life thinking that girls don't like you

because you're a nerd, but I want to let you know from the bottom of

my heart that that won't be true - it'll be because you're an arsehole.



CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE LER: SEAN (JUSTIN TIM8ERLAKE) OISPENSES HIS WibuuM: M»Ki\ KtASONS WITH EDUARDO

(ANDREW GARFIELD); DIVYA (MAX MINGHELLA) AND ONE HALF OF THE WINKLEVI (ARMIE HAMMER) GET SUSPICIOUS

TIMBERLAKE BRINGS UNBRIDLED SLEAZE TD THE RDLE, UNDDUBTEDLY RELISHING
THE CHANCE TD UTTER THE LINE 'I CHANGED THE MUSIC INDUSTRY FDR BETTER AND
FDREVER' - A LINE CHARGED WITH EXTRA-DIEGETIC MEANING GIVEN ITS DELIVERY BY
A FDRMER MEMBER DF A REAL-LIFE MANUFACTURED BDY BAND.

Drunk and angry, Mark returns to his dorm room and sets up

Facemash, a website that allows Harvard students to rate the

attractiveness of female students. In the process he raises

a few hackles, crashes the university's server and attracts

the attention of the Winklevoss twins, who hope to start an

exclusive networking and dating site for Harvard students.

The Winklevi', as Mark wittily refers to them, represent the

moneyed ranks of the Ivy League: typical brawny jocks, they

wield their father's influence like a big stick. It is clear from

the outset that Mark bristles with resentment for their kind,

and so it is no surprise when he absconds from their broad-

brush project and starts up something very similar with the

financial backing of Eduardo, an economics major

Things sour with Eduardo when Sean Parker la well-cast

Justin Timberlakel enters the story. In exchange for his rela-

tively small contribution to the enterprise - a suggestion that

they drop 'The' from the site's title - he chances his way into

such privileges as rent-free accommodation at the operation's

Los Angeles premises and the opportunity to flex company

credit while earnest Eduardo schleps around New York drum-

ming up capital. Timberlake brings unbridled sleaze to the

role, undoubtedly relishing the chance to utter the line 'I

changed the music industry for better and forever' - a line

charged with extra-diegetic meaning given its delivery by a

former member of a real-life manufactured boy band.

PORTRAYAL OF WOMEN

Some of the scenes in The Social Network are reminiscent of

the success montages featured in the teen films of the 1980s

- films like Revenge of the Nerds iJeff Kanew, ]98A] or Weird

Science (John Hughes, 19851 - that depict nerds attaining a

level of sexual popularity as reward for their endeavours. But

The Social Network, a generally darker and more serious film,



deals with a very different breed of misfit and goes much

further than those earlier films in its toxic depiction of

women. Moreover, this is a film based on living characters

and recent events. Were the women associated with the

origins of Facebook really such a collection of stereotypes?

Discussing the film's depiction of women on Salon, Tracy

Clark-Flory notes that none of the female characters are

shown tapping out code;

But, oh, are there groupies: They aggressively undo belt buckles

in bathroom stalls, take bong hits while the boys do their

important coding work and rip open their blouses so that coke

can be snorted off their flat little tummies.'

More than that, there are the drunken girls dancing on table-

tops at parties as well as the straight girls giggling and falling

over and - whoops! - kissing their friends for the amusement of

the men around them. Leading this pack of mono-dimensionat

female characters is Christy iBrenda Song), Eduardos psychoti-

cally jealous, shrill, oversexed girlfriend.

Sorkin, fending off accusations of misogyny, has explained

that he purposefully portrayed women in the film through the

eyes of these male social misfits to make a point about them:

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: ERiCA (ROONEY MARA) BREAKS THE NEWS TO MARK; MARK; CHRISTY
(BRENDA SONG) IS A LOT MORE IMPRESSED WITH SUSHI AND APPLETINIS THAN EDUARDO

/ was writing about a very angry and deeply misogynistic group

of people. These aren't the cuddly nerds we made movies about

in the '80s. They're very angry that the cheerleader still wants

to go out with the quarterback instead of the men Iboysl who

are running the universe right now. The women they surround

thiemselves with aren '/ women wt)o challenge them land frankly,

no woman who could challenge them would be interested in being

anywhere near themj.^

Nevertheless, the feminist critiques of this film are convinc-

ing, and Sorkin fails to address all of their concerns. For

example, why he has chosen to embellish the Veal' story of

Zuckerberg, which is probably more prosaic than the movie,

by making the women so thoroughly awful? Yes, the male

characters are, on the whole, unsavoury, but at least they are

also complex. There is evidence of gender, ethnic and orienta-

tion diversity at the real Facebook; is the reality of equality too

dull for a Hollywood script?'

A VANGUARD MOVEMENT

Timberlake's Sean represents the new breed of hoodie-clad

businessmen who conduct their dealings in bars over sashimi

platters and appletinis and who skate around converted



'THESE AREN'T THE CUDDLY NERDS WE MADE MDVIES ABDUT IN THE '80S. THEY'RE
VERY ANGRY THAT THE CHEERLEADER STILL WANTS TD GD DUT WITH THE QUARTERBACK
INSTEAD DF THE MEN (BDYS) WHD ARE RUNNING THE UNIVERSE RIGHT NDW.'

- screenwriter Aaron Sorkin

warehouse offices crammed with desperately zany murals and

paraphernalia. When the traditional suited-and-booted

Eduardo realises he has been diddled by his best friend, this

rivalry between the perpetually wired-in denizens of Facebook

and the old guard explodes:

Sean: You think we were going to let you parade around in your

ridiculous suits pretending you were running this company...

Eduardo: Sorry, my Prada's at the cleaners, along with my hoodie

and my fuck-you flip flops, you pretentious douchebag.

Mark's empire is built on a chimera - he creates something out

of nothing, or rather, instead of creating something, he makes

nothing' financially viable. Every idea for Facebook is poached

from the people around him, from Eduardos chess algorithm

required to kickstart Facemash to the idea for Facebook itself.

Along the way he gathers ideas from acquaintances and fellow

nerds - when Dustin Moskovitz (Joseph Mazzellol asks him if

he knows whether a girl in his class is seeing anyone, he quick-

ly co-opts this 'relationship status' idea into his project. Indeed,

Mark is a magpie rather than a creative genius, albeit with the

chutzpah to implement the concepts he stumbles across.

In this way the film recalls an earlier era-defining film about

conjuring money out of thin air. IVa//Síreeí (Oliver Stone, 19871

captured the culture clash between the old Rooseveltian no-

tions of fair distribution of wealth and the emerging market

fundamentalism of the Reagan era. The new money of Wall

Street, where something is made out of nothing on a daily basis,

is characterised by sleaze - Gordon Gekko (Michael Douglas)

sends rookie stockbroker Bud Fox (Charlie Sheen) a gift in the

form of a prostitute. Gordon is proud of his capacity for break-

ing companies up and selling them for a hefty profit; he is the

ultimate corporate magpie. But there is also the sense of this

being a vanguard movement, regardless of Stone's implicit

critique. Gordon has a voracious appetite for art and over-the-

top postmodern interior design. The scene where the walls of

Bud's apartment are distressed and gilded, presumably to

impress his pretentious new friends, is played out to a quirky

Talking Heads song. There is something undeniably punk -

albeit a grossly distorted version of punk - about this new elite.

The tagline used to promote The Social Network - 'Punk.

Genius. Traitor. Billionaire.' - explicitly references the idea

of rebellion. Mark is to be regarded as a sort of punk, despite

his billions and his geek origins. Indeed, there is a certain

do-it-yourself ethos to his online cottage industry, and he is

initially compelled to create not for wealth but because he

wants to see how far his new concept will travel and because

he is angry and vengeful.

Mark refuses to capitulate to Eduardos suggestion that they

monetise the site, arguing that 'The Facebook is cool, and If we

start selling pop-ups for Mountain Dew it won't be'. There is a

variation of the punk ethic in the idea expressed by one of the

characters that 'fashion is never finished'. The word-of-mouth

origins of punk are also echoed in Mark's primitive delivery

model. Asked by Eduardo who he is going to send it to, he

replies. Just a couple of people. The question is - who are they

going to send It to.'

Moreover, Mark's notions of integrity have an anti-establish-

ment ring to them. He has no interest in rehabilitating his

image' at Harvard following the Facemash scandal and takes

offence at the suggestion that he ought to. Despite their

wealth, he never accepts the investment of the Winklevoss

brothers, deciding instead to partner with amateur investor

and best friend Eduardo.

FRIENDSHIP AND BETRAYAL

Eduardo fulfils a similar role to Martin Sheen's honest union

steward in Wall Street, who implores his son to contribute

something worthwhile to society rather than trade in the

smoke and mirrors of the stock market. Not long after Eduardo

tells Mark to lawyer up, asshole!', the ineffectual Sean com-

promises the company by getting caught doing drugs with a

EDUARDO IN ONE OF HIS 'RIDICULOUS SUITS'



SEAN CAPTIVATES MARK WITH HIS BILLION-OOLLAR PITCH

young Facebook intern, forcing Mark to go into damage con-

trol. It is at this point that Mark realises that he has backed

the wrong horse.

Like Bud Fox on his way to court and probable jail at the end of

Wall Street, Mark encounters his moment of self-examination

too late for redemption, at least within the scope of the film.

These characters have been somewhat chastened, and both

films imply that, as with Macbeth before them, good will

emerge from their downfall.

Despite the relatively sanitised setting of The Social Network,

Mark s betrayal of Eduardo also follows the cinematic trajecto-

ry of spectacularly imploding friendships such as those of

Michael (Al Pacinol and his brother Fredo (John Cázale) in The

Godfather: Part II (Francis Ford Coppola. 1974) and of Tony (Al

Pacinol and Manny (Steven Bauerl in Scarface [Brian De Palma,

19831. In these films the characters have been close compan-

ions through less prosperous times and the protagonist s

success has given rise to tension and betrayal. MARK'S FORMER ALLIES AWAIT COMPENSATION

At the end of Scarface, having killed his best friend, Tony goes

down in a blaze of gunfire. As his body floats in a pool, the

camera focuses on the statue behind, which bears the

inscription The World is Yours'. At the end of The Social

Network, in a scene no less poignant for its bloodlessness,

Mark sits alone with his laptop in the legal offices and sends

Erica a friend request on Facebook. We watch as he obsessive-

ly refreshes the screen to see if she has accepted him. Words

on the screen tell us that 'Mark Zuckerberg is the world's

youngest billionaire, and the message is clear - for all his

power and influence, he is still no closer to the person who

motivated his ambitions in the first place.

MARK HAS LITTLE PATIENCE FOR LEGAL PROCEEDINGS



MARK IS TO BE REGARDED AS A SDRT
OF PUNK, DESPITE HIS BILLIONS AND
HIS GEEK ORIGINS.

L



In what ways are the themes in this film timeless? In whaf

ways are they a product of current times?

Watch the opening scene between Erica and Mark. What does

this establish about the motivations of the two characters?

Whose side are you on at the start of the film? Whose side

are you on at the end of the film?

What do you make of the argument that the film is sexist?

Did Sorkin have to make these characters sexist? Does it

matter whether the real-life characters did or didn't actually

behave in this way?

What is the product Mark is seKing? Is it tangible? What is

its value?

Would you call Mark a creative? Provide arguments for and

against the notion that Mark is creative.

Does Mark's attitude to his business constitute a punk ethos

in any way? If so, describe how it does.

At the close of the film, is Mark remorseful for what he

has done?

Who is the most sympathetic character in the film? Why?

Susanna Nelson writes about health, infrastructure and the

environment by day and music, theatre and film by night. She is

a former subeditor of Metro and Screen Education. •
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